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U-PASS Advisory Board Regular Meeting November 24th, 2015 I.



Present:  Adam Khan – Advisory Board Chair (ASUW)  Hester Serebrin – Advisory Board Vice Chair (GPSS)  Timmy Bendis – ASUW Senate Liaison  Thomas Crowe – ASUW Representative  Royce Le – ASUW Representative  Monica Cortes-Viharo – GPSS Representative  Cooper Smith – U-PASS Liaison  Zack Howard – Transportation Services (TS)



II.



5 Minute Public Comment Period Acknowledged



III.



Agenda Introduced Motion to swap items 3 (Prioritize work plan) and 1 (update on AB presentation). Motion approved. Agenda approved with amendments at 10:38am



IV.



11/17 Minutes Presented Royce: Motion to approve 11/17 minutes. Adam: Seconded. 11/17 minutes approved at 10:40am



V.



Updates on AB Presentation to Senates Adam: It will not be possible for the AB to make their presentation to ASUW today, but it is possible for January. Zack: We only have one or two meetings left this quarter for the AB to decide on a specific date, so we should get started on that now, and continue to make arrangements working outside of our regular AB meetings. Hester: As for a GPSS presentation, we are tentatively on the agenda for Jan 13th, as GPSS will be finalizing their agenda on Jan 6th. We need to get our PowerPoint slides to Eloise (GPSS Secretary) by Jan 11th. They have expressed that they are particularly interested in discussing the distance learning question. *Celeste Gilman (TS) arrives*



VI.



Prioritizing Work Plan Items Adam: Since Celeste has arrived, lets go ahead and jump to item three, on prioritizing work plan items. The items I found in the minutes include: changes in the TDM fee regarding a bike library, more germane issues relating to the distance learning question (DLQ), DLQ relating to SAF (not looking at it in isolation), determining if DL students have standing regarding exemption, making U-PASS less transparent, the number of NightRide shuttle buses per night, and potentially integrating NightRide to one bus away. Are there others I missed? Zack: There was also talk about an education campaign for Link light rail (“tap-on, tap-off”), and TS policy regarding confiscated U-PASSes. Thomas: I think it would be good to get an update on the progress of the light rail’s construction, and what it’s going to look like in terms of student usage. It will be a major change for U-PASS users (now there pass is more useful) so it would be good to see what estimated ridership will be, and the impact on bus usage for example. Hester: It might be helpful to have someone from Sound Transit come in. Also, should we add Timmy’s resolution items to the list (gap-quarter expansion, and collaborating with other schools). Anything else? Zack: Last meeting there was also a discussion about other possible expansions to smaller markets. Hester: I’d also like to add making the U-PASS universal for professors. Celeste: The bike library ought to be a relatively quick item, and is a follow up from past iterations of the AB. The DLQ is also a follow up. “Tap on, tap off”, Confiscation, the DLQ, and bike library are all conversations that are going to happen anyway. Changing the name of the U-PASS fee, expanding to gap quarters, collaboration with other institutions, small-scale expansions, NightRide shuttle improvements, and a recommendation to staff and faculty to adopt universality are all items that don’t have fixed points in time and the board should prioritize the order in which to address them. Thomas: Can I get some more clarification on the idea of making U-PASS mandatory for teachers? Hester: I’m not sure if it is within the scope of the AB, but I think it is in line with the goals of the program as a whole, regardless if they use it, and is something I think would be nice to explore. Monica: So just faculty? Hester: Right, and I suppose there it may be tricky since the U-PASS fee is tied to SAF which the faculty don’t pay.



Celeste: Financially the faculty and student programs are separate, though both are managed by TS. They have very different structures; the staff pass doesn’t have a government body like the Student U-PASS has. It may not be in the AB’s jurisdiction, but it is within your scope to say you think it should be universal. An approved recommendation would go to the UW President and Provost. Hester: So the action item would be to make a recommendation? Celeste: Yes. Zack: The survey that went to students in 2010 asking for their feedback on different U-PASS program pricing models also went to faculty and staff. While there was some support for a Universal program, there was also a lot of pushback. Many faculty and staff are represented by unions who might have strong opinions on a mandatory fee for benefits. I was a student when that survey went out, and graduated before the conversation went further, but ultimately we ended up with an opt-in program for faculty. Currently there is a 50% opt-in rate, and 20% of those get their U-PASS as a free addition to their parking or carpool permit. We don’t have individual break downs of how those passes are used, but our estimation is that those folks in the 20% use their pass less often. Adam: Transitioning back to the other items, my take is that the gap-quarter and collaboration items are already being presented to Senate in Timmy’s resolution, so we should probably prioritize it such that we are up to speed on what to tell Senate. Timmy: The resolution (R-22-4) should be ready by the end of this year (2015). I imagine everything will be out of committee and on the floor by that time, and that’s when everything gets done. And if anything, that resolution is what gets sent back to us, and charges us with what next steps to take. Hester: Is there work we should be doing until it comes back to us? Zack: Just for context, if you check the Annual Report in your binder there is a little info on how those items were considered last year but the U-PASS fee change ended up taking precedence. So it is something that has come up before with previous ABs. Celeste: I would encourage us to put things in numerical order, because each item has a lot that’s wrapped up in them. Hester: I propose we prioritize gap quarter expansion over collaboration. Expansion to gap quarters seems more attainable. Adam: Are we in agreement that gap should be the first item, then collaboration second? *unanimous agreement*



Adam: So NightRide, expansions beyond Spokane, the fee name, and universality for faculty are still left. Thomas: I would suggest NightRide come next since it is more direct to students. Hester: Can I ask for more info on NightRide and the reason for expansion? Thomas: I’m currently a prime candidate for using the shuttle, but I and other students hesitate to use it due to concerns of safety. I would use the shuttle if I could, but waiting for 15-20 minutes with people you don’t know is a safety concern. So my primary concern is increasing the frequency of rides, but also maybe locations. Celeste: The addition of real time information also has been brought up (technology improvements). Thomas: I’ve done some preliminary research, and the addition of receivers to shuttles to add them to the GPS network would be around $100. Timmy: Even if they don’t have receivers, the low hanging fruit would be to add the NightRide schedule to the One Bus Away app. Hester: I don’t think improving technology would be a problem, but I wonder what policies the shuttle program already has. Zack: We don’t want to get into the weeds on this, but we can certainly bring in the shuttles manager and more info on One Bus Away if we decide to focus on this as an item. Adam: So NightRide will be the third item? *agreement on third item* Timmy: I would put transparency last, because I think mandatory for staff (writing a letter), and expansion to other communities will really help alleviate the concerns, where maybe addressing transparency won’t be necessary. It’s also the most likely option to upset students or get bad press. Hester: I would put mandatory fourth, then transparency fifth. *Discussion that expansion is the most ambitious item, and should be put last* Adam: So consensus on mandatory as fourth. Fee name transparency as fifth. And expansion as sixth. So it appears we have prioritized work programs as: 1. Gap quarter 2. Expansion (collaboration with other universities) 3. Night ride (shuttle frequency and technology) 4. Letter to faculty (universality of faculty U-PASS) 5. Changing U-PASS fee name (transparency) 6. Expanding to other agencies



VII.



Item 3: Distance Learning Question Zack: So we have a couple of handouts, as there was info requested in the last meeting. First, we have some emails from DL students that are disappointed they have to pay a UPASS fee. This is the type of correspondence that is typically received by the AB, so you may review that and let us know if you have any questions. Then you have a drafted resolution Cooper and I put together, that is just an idea of how the AB could potentially choose to move forward. This is not to encourage a vote but just a discussion piece for where we see potential pitfalls of the DLQ going forward. In other words, we’d encourage the AB to go back to Senate and potentially give this type of a response. This particular resolution is based off an idea from Josh (Kavanagh), that because the U-PASS fee has corresponding mandatory fees built on the same model, that instituting an exemption will have unintended consequences and open up those other mandatory fees to exemptions. Those exemptions could weaken programs and the long term benefits of students. Rather the Senate should consider creating a task force comprised of student leaders and staff looking at the larger scope of all the fees, rather than just the U-PASS fee. The main goal is we want to put something in front of the Senates to let them know the AB has looked at this information, and can give them something based on your discussion so far. Hester: I have to go, but I don’t mind going forward with this approach as currently drafted. Thomas: I understand the idea of expanding participation on this discussion, but I don’t think this will stem the flow of complaints. I’m also worried about the addition of an additional task force that will slow things down, adding more cooks but not more ingredients. I don’t see a need for it, the AB is here to do the job, and we have good people sitting here right now to handle this question. Royce: I agree, I don’t understand the need for a task force to add more voices that aren’t necessarily adding towards a solution. Monica: I also have to leave, but I like the resolution. However, I’m not as interested in adding a new task force, as I think you’re going to get complaints regardless. I’m more in favor of changing the name. I personally think that’s a stronger way to go. We can keep saying no exemptions, but you’ll keep getting complaints. Celeste: For context, yes the complaints are an ongoing issue, but it is significantly muted from where we were when universality started. It is only a minor issue now. We are covering this now only because we we’re charged to do so by ASUW Senate. Adam: I’m in agreement with Hester, in that I agree with the idea of shared governance and that a task force can lead to this. The addition of the task force would free up the AB to take



on other agenda items, since so far this item has taken up a lot of the AB’s time despite being a minor issue. Timmy: So far talk about this item has been limited at the ASUW Senate. I think it will be a very easy presentation either way. Monica: It will be an issue in GPSS. What I think is a bigger problem is on the topic of students that are paying fee in a location where service is not provided. Timmy: I don’t know if this resolution is strong enough, that unequivocally we’re not going to give an exemption. For example I think we should say, “There are other ways we can attempt to benefit you, but an exemption simply doesn’t work.” My concern is what if the task force takes it out of our hands, and decided to give an exemption not only to U-PASS but other fees. Celeste: The purpose of this draft resolution was to start the conversation, which I think we’ve accomplished today. Between now and the next meeting, please consider how you’d like to approach this issue. Monica: It would be helpful to have some data around how many complaints the AB receives, and of those how many are relate to having other fees covered by their employer. Those pieces would be really helpful in explaining how we are working on helping students in other areas that don’t have services. Not just a flat ‘no’, but a reason why ‘no’ and how we are working to address other students concerns. Adam: Let’s make this an agenda item for our next meeting. *Meeting adjourned at 11:25am*
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